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From: Magyar Rögbi Szövetség [mailto:mrgsz@mrgsz.hu]  

Sent: Monday, January 24, 2005 2:53 PM 
To: Brian Cassidy 

Subject: co-operation 
 
Dear Brian, James and Louise, 
 
1. Now that we have finished our moving to a brand new beautiful building namely the House of 
Hungarian Sports (find the enclosed official letter) we inform you that the co-operation proposal 
(worked out by James) will be the subject of our presidential meeting 
to be held on the 18th of February 2005. We will discusse it with the representatives of the related 
clubs and send you our final  „gentleman agreement” proposal. 
2. For the preparation of the Budafest and May Cup 2005 tournaments we would need the names of 
the touring teams and how many people (players and fans) will visit us. 
3. As you see we direct the other travel agencies and touring teams to you to discusse the details of 
the tournaments. 
4. Unfortunately we will not be able to allocate tickets of international matches for you because (e.g. 
the RFU let us have 4, Ireland 2 tickets only for years, the Welsh union never gave us tickets at all). 
So you can see that we usually have so few tickets that can not cover our player’s requests either. 
You know that the RWC 2007 will be organized in France. It means that the Hungarian players will be 
able to travel to France and will request a lot of tickets, (more than it will be available for us) for 
different games and we think the priority in this matter is theirs. 
Happy and prosperous new year. 
Ria.  
 

 
Our dear Partners, 

 

We inform you that the Hungarian Rugby Union has moved to the new House of the 

Hungarian Sports.   

Address:  

Hungarian Rugby Union 

House of the Hungarian Sports 

1146. Budapest, XIV. 

Istvánmezei út 1-3. III.em.311. 

 

Telephone: 361-460-6887 

Telephone and fax: 361-460-6888 

E-mail: mrgsz@mrgsz.hu 

 

Thank you for your attention. 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Mrs Ria Ispán 

General Secretary 

 

 

Budapest, 12.01.2005.  
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